
NEIGHBORHOODING
The Office Design of Tomorrow is Here

DIVISION OF SPACE
Office neighborhoods are perfect for smaller groups 
that work more closely together than other parts 
of the company. Working closely with your group 
members helps foster better communication and 
collaboration. Reconsider how employees work 
together by designating space into communities that 
are organized by job functions or projects. Watch as 
productivity increases and overall company culture 
improves by making simple office arrangements.

COLLABORATIVE WORKSPACE
Create a multifunctional space that 
accommodates the employees who are in 
the office for collaborating with other team 
members, the ones looking for sparks of 
creativity that they can’t find at home, and the 
employees who need a quiet space to focus. 
With workplace islands and sound dampening 
booths you can provide for each and every one 
of your employees’ specific needs. 

Neighborhooding flourishes in an open-
concept office space because it provides the 
most flexibility to rearrange it to your liking. 
Anywhere can be a collaborative zone — 
even the office kitchen can be turned into a 
place for conversations and innovative ideas. 

With the demands of the 
hybrid workforce changing 
the way we work and play, 
the office needs to adapt  — 
NEIGHBORHOODING IS THE 
FUTURE OF THE WORKPLACE.



SMART LOCKERS
Modular Walls can have smart lockers 
incorporated into them to double as a division 
of space and storage solution for employees. 
Place up against a wall or leave it to ‘float’ in 
the middle of the room to break up space. By 
providing employees with a secure place to 
store personal belongings, they will be able to 
easily adjust to the notion of hybrid working. 

Design a locker bank to incorporate brand colors 
and logos, or more subtle to match the design 
of the workspace. Be creative and completely 
customize your smart lockers by incorporating 
biophilia, a variety of materials, and finishes. 

When paired with smart locks, have a touchless 
experience by allowing employees to open 
locker doors with RFID cards, mobile credentials, 
or a smart app. Configure the lockers to 
your choosing with assigned, unassigned, or 
both — even visitors can have a place to store 
belongings when they come into the office. 

MODULAR WALLS
One of the most effective ways to divide the office 
into neighborhoods is with Modular Walls. The 
non-permanent walls are designed to be future-
proofed that evolve as your office needs change. 
Move Modular Walls around to be as flexible as 
the rest of the furniture in your workspace. These 
walls can be used as room dividers and double as 
collaboration zones or quiet workplace areas. 

Custom-design your Modular Walls to match 
the look and feel of the space or even act as a 
statement piece. Plus, add functional design 
features such as:

• Whiteboard laminate surfaces
• Tackboards or sound-dampening materials
• Built-in media displays
• Open cubbies, smart lockers, cabinets, drawers

Contact Spacesaver Interiors to discuss 
with a design consultant about bringing 
NEIGHBORHOODS to your workplace.
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